Introduction
Let GL(Z) be the infinite general linear group, SL(Z) the infinite special linear group and St(Z) the infinite Steinberg group of the ring of integers 27. The
The group extension K,Z w St(Z) + SL(Z)
In this section we study the relationships between the (co)homology of St(Z) and that of SL(Z) using the Serre spectral sequence of the universal central extension K,Z=Z/2&t(Z)&SL(Z).
In particular we will prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We start by restricting our attention to cohomology with Z/2_coefficients. Let us first recall the following lemma (cf. [7, p. 154 , Corollary 8.121) which describes the structure of H*(SL(Z); Z/2), since the cohomology of the group SL(Z) is the same as that of the H-space BSL(Z)+. We want to look more precisely at the mod 2 cohomology classes of SL(Z). It is well known that all Stiefel-Whitney classes wi (deg wi = i) are non-zero (except w1 = 0) and algebraically independent in H*(SL(Z); 212) [6] . Because the space BSL(Z) ' is simply connected we have and H'(SL(Z); Z/2) = 0 H2(SL(Z); H/2) z Hom(K,Z, Z/2) z H/2, generated by wZ. We shall use the following notation: p : H*(-; H/2)--+ H*+'(-; H) denotes the Bockstein homomorphism and red, : H*(-; Z)--+ H*(-; Z/2) the reduction mod 2 associated with the short exact sequence Z w Z + Z/2; we also need the Steenrod square operations Sq': H*(-; Z/2)+ H*+i(-; Z/2) (Sq' = red,op). , generated by w2; for i = 3 ker g* z Z/2, generated by w3; for i=4 ker g*z U/2, generated by wi; for i = 5 ker g* ~Z/2G32/2@32/2, generated by wg, w2w3 and w*(Y. 0
For the next step of our argument we look at the Serre spectral sequence for integral cohomology of the central extension
H5(Z12;Z)) fulfils E';' =0 for j odd, we have E,= E,.
Lemma 2.9. H'(St(Z); Z) g HS(SL(Z); Z)/(Z/2).
Proof. Recall that by Borel where p denotes again the Bockstein homomorphism.
It is easy to check that p(w,w,) = c3(SL(.Z)), i.e., the third Chern class of the inclusion SL(Z) += GL(C) (cf. [l] ), because this equality holds in the cohomology of BSO. We then deduce from i*(c,(SL(Z))) = 0 [3] that p(W,W,) = j3(i*(w2w3)) = i*(/3(wzw,)) = 0. Consequently w2G3 belongs to the image of the reduction mod 2 and the same is true for p(WzW,). 0
Lemma 3.5. k*(W2G3) = 0 in H5(F; Z/2).
Proof. This follows from g*(w,w,) =0 (cf. Lemma 2.8) since k*(G,G,,) = j*(g*(w2w3)). 0
We are now able to prove the main result of this section. -1,7) , . . . . We obtain E, by tensoring this resolution with H*(BSL(Z)+; Z/2) over R; in particular Ey,* z H*(BSL(Z)+; Z/2). We know that i*(a) =0 and we deduce from [3] that i*(wz) =O, i*(wt) =0 (because wi (respectively w:) is the reduction mod 2 of the second (respectively the third)
Chern class of the inclusion SL(Z) it GL(C)). This implies that where Hu' (respectively cp') is induced by Hu (respectively cp). It follows from the surjectivity of cp that cp' is also surjective. Consequently Hu' is multiplication by 2. The analogous statement for the space BSL(Z)+ is then a consequence of Remark 2.12. 0
